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This pack contains 96 high-quality origami sheets printed with colorfully wild kaleidoscope

patterns.These striking patterns were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and

paper crafters. The pack contains 8 different designs, and there's enough paper here to assemble

amazing modular origami sculptures, distribute to students for a class project, or put to a multitude

of other creative uses.This origami paper pack includes: 96 sheets of high-quality origami paper

Colorful kaleidoscope designs and patterns Small 6x6 inch squares

Paperback: 96 pages

Publisher: Tuttle Publishing; Origami Paper ed. edition (October 13, 2015)
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This paper is vibrant, with a glossy, colored surface and a matte, white, back side. It is not perfectly

square however, which is really a fatal flaw in origami paper. It is possible to fold simple shapes but

anything remotely complicated requires something with more precise dimensions. I really like the

colors and patterns but the imprecise measurements are a deal breaker. I will not purchase this

product again.

I'm giving it two stars because the patterns are bright and pretty but the paper is difficult to fold and

these are not exact squares so you cannot fold them corner to corner and have them work for even

the most basic origami. Very frustrating, waste of money.

Paper is not square! Slightly off, which drives me nuts! Some of the patterns are really nice, but

others are a bit much. I wouldn't buy again.



I have this paper in my cart. It says right on the package that it is single-sided, to answer another

reviewer's question. I have other Tuttle origami paper, and it is all beautiful and high in quality. Get

some! It folds easily and isn't too flimsy. Bright, modern patterns. No problems.

This paper is more like magazine type paper than typical origami paper that's extremely light and

easy to fold. My eight year old loves doing origami and he has some trouble independently

folding--items he makes somewhat sloppy because he has some difficulty folding.I gave this 3 stars

because although the paper for origami/folding purposes works, there are better options out there.

Would not purchase this paper again.

The patterns are vibrant and mostly beautiful. Some are a bit much. My real objection is the paper

texture is not appealing. It is too thick, slick and not precisely cut, furthering the difficulty to work with

it. Hard to get a nice, crisp fold. I won't buy it again.I recommend you look for Washi style Origami

paper- it is far superior to this paper.

While the patterns are beautiful, the paper is not perfectly square - so when you fold two corners

perfectly, the others do not line up. Being perfectly square is key when folding origami. Very

disappointing.

This is a question. I am wanting more information on this item. I started to return it but I like the

designs. My paper is not double sided. If it is really double sided I want the correct item but, if single

sided is all there is I want to keep it and I want the description corrected. Is there anyone out there

who can tell me what is what? I really want to give this paper a higher rating but will not unless the

description matches the product.
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